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Abstract- An efTicient design approach for a VLSI array 
of a prime Icngth typc 111 Generalized Discrete Hartley 
Transform (GDHT) is proposed. The presented 
approach uses an appropriate decomposition of ty pe 111 
GDHT into two cyclic convolutions having the same 
length and structure. The t^o computaţional structures 
can be implemented in parallel using the same hardware 
structure based on using bi-port ROMS. Using an 
appropriate hardware sharing technique and a VLSI 
architecture based on small bi-port RO.Ms we can obtain 
high computing speed with low hardware complexity 
and low I/O costs together with all the other advantages 
of the systolic array implementation of cyclic 
convolution as regular and modular structures with 
local connections. 
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L [NTRODUCTION 

The generalized discrete Hartley transform 
(GDHT) is used to efficiently replace the generalized 
discrete Fourier transform (GDFT) when the input 
sequence is real. It has the same useful applications as 
GDFT in many digital signal processing applications 
as filter banks, computing convolutions and the fast 
computation of the discrete Fourier transform or in 
signal representation. 

There are many software implementations of the 
type III GDHT but no efTicient hardware 
implementation has been proposed until now. Due to 
the fact that GDHT is computaţional intensive it is 
necessary to develop effîcient VLSI algorithms to 
meet the requirements of a real-time appiication. The 
efficiency of a VLSI algorithm is based more on the 
communication complexity than on the computaţional 
one. Thus, as already been observed, fast algorithms 
although characterized by a small number of 
multiplications are noi suitable for a VLSI 
implementation. The raţional of this is the fact that the 
data flow plays a central role in designing a VLSI 

architecture. Thus, the use of regular and modular 
computaţional structures as cyclic convolution and 
circular correlation has been proved to offer good 
implementation solutions for the discrete transforms 
using systolic arrays leading to low I/O costs and 
reduced hardware complexity, high spced and a 
regular and modular hardware structure. 

The advantages of a systolic arra> 
implementation are more evident when a large 
number of processing elements can be integrated on 
the same chip. The number of processing elements on 
a chip can be increased when is possible to reduce the 
hardware complexity of the processing elements. One 
way to achieve this is to efficiently replace the chip 
area consuming multipliers with small ROMs which 
offer also the advantages of a high modularity and 
regularity. In order to efficiently replace multipliers 
by ROMs we have to appropriate reformulate the 
VLSI algorithms such as in each multiplication 
operation one operand to be fixed. 

In this paper, an effîcient VLSI architecture for a 
linear systolic array implementation of a prime-length 
type III Generalized Hartley Transform is proposed. It 
employs a systolic array algorithm that can be 
efficiently implemented on a linear systolic array 
using small bi-port ROMs to replace multipliers. The 
proposed systolic algorithm uses an appropriate 
decomposition of the type III GDHT into two cyclic 
convolution structures, with the same length and 
structure that can be computed in parallel. The 
proposed decomposition approach is based on using 
auxiliary input and output sequences and the 
appropriate reordering of these sequences using the 
properties of the Galois Field of the indexes. Thus, it 
is possible to use the advantages of the systolic array 
implementations of the cyclic convolution as high 
speed, low I/O cost and reduced hardware complexity 
with a high regularity and modularity to obtain an 
effîcient VLSI architecture. 
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Using the data-dependence graph-based 
procedure we can obtain two linear systolic arrays that 
can be efficiently unified using an appropriate 
hardware-sharing technique. The preprocessing stage 
is used to convert the input sequence using some 
mulriplication and data reordering operations into two 
appropriate auxiliary ones that can be processed using 
a cyclic convolution structure. The post-processing 
stage is used to convert two auxiliary output 
sequences into the final output sequence using some 
recursive computations and data reordering 
operations. The computation complexity of the 
operations implemented in the pre- and post-
processing stages is of 0 (N) as opposed to that of the 
hardware kemel that implements the cyclic 

convolution operations which is 0 { N ^ ) . The tag. 
control scheme is used to control the loading and 
draining of the data sequences into the internai 
registers of the systolic array in such a manner that we 
can load and drain the input and output data using 
only I/O channels placed at the two ends of the linear 
array. Due to the fact that in each multiplication one 
operand has been made fixed, we can efficiently 
replace the multipliers of the obtained VLSI array 
architecture with small ROMs. Moreover, due to the 
fact that the two multipliers in each processing 
element have a fixed operand that is the same for both 
multipliers, we can use bi-port ROMs to implement 
the multiplications of the two cyclic convolution 
structures. 

Thus, using an appropriate hardware sharing 
technique and choosing a linear systolic array as a 
VLSI architecture paradigm, we can obtain high 
computing speed with a low l/O cost and hardware 
complexity, together with all the other advantages of 
the linear systolic array implementations of the cyclic 
convolution structures as regularity, modularity and 
local connectivity with I/O channels placed only at the 
two ends of the array. Moreover, replacing the 
multipliers with ROMs will further increase the 
degree of regularity and modularity of the proposed 
VLSI architecture. 

/= i 

(5) 
{N-\)/2 

7=1 

(6) 
with: 

x,.(i) = x(i)-cosii-la) ( 7 ) 

x , ( / ) = A : ( 0 s i n ( / - 2 f l f ) (8) 

H,.(k) = 2 T , . i k ) - H c ( k - \ ) ( 9 ) 

H , ( k ) = 2T,ik) + H , i k - \ ) (10) 

with: 

T, i<p(k)) = ' X K - + ^ c (Hi + i N - \ ) / 2 ) ) ] X 
/=1 

X cos[(p(i + k)' 4a] 
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Ts ((Pi/c)) = X [X, {(p(i)) + ((p{i ^ ( N - l ) / 2 ) ) ] X 
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X c o s [ ^ ( / + k) • 4a] 

where: 

<P(k)=<g'' >N 

with < • > the result of the modulo operation. 

(12) 

(13) 

III. AN EXAMPLE 

11. A VLSI ALGORITHM FOR TYPE III GDHT 

The type III GDHT for the input sequence 
{ x ( / ) : / = 0, . . . , iV - 1 } is defined as: 

Yik)^^x(i)-cas[i2k + l)ia] 
i=0 

where: 

a ^ n l l N 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

In order to illustrate our approach, we will consider an 
example of a l -D type III generalized discrete Hartley 
transform with the length N=7 and the primitive root 
g=3. In this case, the equations (11) and (12) can be 
computed in a matrix-vector product form as shown in 
(14) and (15). 

The auxiliary output sequence 

Ţ^{k) : k = 1,2,..., A / ' - 1 } can be computed using 

a cyclic convolution form as shov^ in (14): 

We can compute the output sequence as follovvs: 

Y ( k ) = x{0 ) + H c { k ) ^ H s { k ) (4) 

for = 
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TcQ) 

Tc(2) 

Tci6) 

W ) , 

Tc(S) 

L^cO). 

Xc(5)+Xci2) 

Xc(4)+Xci3) 

Xci6)+Xci\) 

x^i2)+xc(5) 

cos([2a) 

c o s ^ ) 

c o s ^ ) 

(14) 

The auxiliary output sequence 
{r^ ( i ) : k = 1,2,..., A^ — 1} can be computed using 
a cyclic convolution form as shown in (15): 

Ts(3) 

Ts(2) 

Tsi^ 

7^(4) 

Ts(5) 

Ts(\)_ 

Xs(\)+Xs(6) x,(3)+x,(4) 

Xsi5)+Xs(2) Xs(\)+Xs(6) 

Xs(6)+xs(\) Xs(4)+xs(3) 

Xs(2)+xsi5) xs(6)+xs(l) 

3 ( 3 ) + X , ( 4 ) x , ( 2 ) + x s i 5 ) 

'cos<^2a) 

c o s ^ ) 

cos(ki;) 

x,i2)+Xs(S) 

xs(3)+xs(4) 

Xs(})+Xs(.6) 

x,(5)+x,{2) 

where: 

( / ) = x{i)' sin(/ • 2a) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

-

We then recursively compute the auxiliary output 
sequences { / / ^ (k):k = 1,2,..., A^ - l} and 

: k = 1,2,..., A^ - 1 } using equations 

(5),(6) and (9),(10). Finally, we compute the output 
sequence as following: 

x(0) + H , i 0 ) + Hs(0) 

x(0) + Hc(2) + Hs(2) 

x ( 0 ) + / / , - ( 3 ) + / / , ( 3 ) (18) 

x(0) + H , ( 5 ) + Hsi5) 

xiO) + H^i6) + Hs{6) 

IV. THE VLSI ARCHITECTURE FOR l-D 
TYPE III GDHT 

For sake of simplicity of cur discussion we will 
restrict our discussion to the particular case N=7 and 
g=3. 

Based on the data dependence graph nnethod 
presented in [9] and the tag control scheme [10] we 
can obtain two linear sy stol ic arrays with the same 
form and length. Using an âppropriate hardware-
sharing technique we can obtain the systolic array 
from fig. 1. 

The elements located in the same diagonal line in 
the matrices from equations (14) and (15) are the 
same. This property leads to minimize the number of 
1/0 channels and their bandwidth, due to the specific 
structure of the cyclic convolution where the elements 
located on a given diagonal line in the matrices of 
(14) and (15) are the same. This reduction in I/O cost 
is achieved since each element introduced into the 
systolic array is used in all tlie processing elements of 
the hardware core. Also, all the input and the output 
channels are placed at one of the two ends of the array 
and their number is independent of the transform 
length N. 

As can be seen form equations (14) and (15) one 
operand in each multiplier can be fixed. Moreover, as 
can be seen from fig.l and 2 this fixed operand is the 
same for the two multipliers in each processing 
elements. This feature allows us to introduce a dual-
port ROM-based implementation technique to replace 
the two multipliers in each processing element. Since 
the ROM tables necessary to implement the two 
multipJiers in each processing element are the same, 
we can use only one dual-port ROM to implement 
both multipliers in each processing element with a 

memory of 2 , where L is the number of bits 
necessary to represent one operand, instead of two 
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such ROMs. This results in substantial reduction in 
the hardware cost. Using the parţial sum lechnique 
[11] we can further reduce the ROM size to 

2(^/2+1) j^gj^Qjy words at a cost of t u o adders. Due 
to the fact that the hardware structure used to 
implement the type III GDHT transform is a 
synchronous one, the control structure used to avoid 
the conflicts in the accessing the content of the shared 
memory can be significantly simplified. 

Using the tag control scheme we can overlap the 
loading phase for the next sequence with the 
computing phase of the current sequence as shown in 
f ig. l . It can be seen that the last two elements of the 
current sequence and the first two elements of the 
next sequence are overlapped. 

The pre-processing stage computes the auxiliarv-

input sequences X(^(/)and using two 

multipliers to compute equations (7) and (8). Then we 
have to use a permutation module and an adder to 
obtain the desired form for the auxiliary input 
sequence in equations (11) and (12). 

The post-processing stage uses two adders to 
compute / / ( ^ (O)and / / ^ ( O ) using the equations (5) 

and (6). Then we recursively compute the auxiliary 
output sequences (k) and H^ (k) with one adder 

and one subtract or using equations (9) and (10). 
Finally, the post-processing stage computes the output 
sequence using equation (4) with two adders. 

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper presents an efficient approach to 
design a systolic array VLSI implementation for a 
prime length type III generalized discrete Hartley 
transform based on an appropriate hardware 
algorithm. The proposed VLSI algorithm is based on 
an appropriate decomposition of the type III GDHT 
into two cyclic convolution structures of the same 
length and structures. The two computaţional 
structures are implemented in parallel on the same 
VLSI array that had been obtained using an 
appropriate hardware sharing technique and a VLSI 
architecture paradigm based on using small bi-port 
ROMs. The obtained structure leads to a high 
computing speed with a low hardware complexity and 
low I/O costs together with a high degree of regularity 
and modularity and a good topology with local 
connections. The obtained structure is well suited to a 
VLSI implementation using a memory-based VLSI 
structure. 
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Note: 1. a-2a 
2. + 

a n d xs{i,j) = x^{i) + x ^ { j ) 

Fig. 1. VLSI architecture for the hardware core of t>pe III GDHT of length N=7 

x1o <= x1i; x2o <= x2i; 
x l 'o <= xl'i; x2'o <= x2'i; 

tc' <= tc; 

if tc = 1 then 
y lo <= y1i + x1i*c; 
y2o <= y2i + x2i*c; 

else 
y1o <= y1i + x1'i*c; 
y2o <= y2i + x2'i*c; 

end 

Fig. 2. Functionality of a processing element PE in Fig. 1. 
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